Men's fencing cops N.E. championship
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New England fencer champion Alan Williams '85 combined with Rex Kochanski '85 for first place. Williams went on to take the individual title, with Kochanski right behind in second.

Soffe was particularly pleased with Kochanski, Kim, and Toney, all three of whom first began fencing in his physical education classes.

The crowd, which had cheered each previous touch, held its collective breath, unable to choose one MIT flier as favorite over the other.

Hoitz won unchallenged and Meiser lost only one of his bouts, as full early favorite.

The two former New England champions met in the first bout of the final, and Meiser came away the victor. The defending New England champions lost the bout, however, setting up the final four-off between the two teams.

Graduate students
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The remaining favorists, directors, and support personnel gathered around the strip to watch. Hoitz and Meiser assumed the en garde position, and the director called out, "Fencer!"

The crowd was unwilling to root for Hoitz or Meiser, so it cheered every touch and showered encouragement to the one scored against. At 4-4, however, the cheering stopped.

The two scored briefly. An arm moved. A point made contact. The red lights on the scorer's table went on. The crowd pounded as if willing the superb display of fencing skill to continue.

The director's word "Fence!" broke the spell, and a cheer went up for Hoitz, who had reclaimed the New England foil crown by a single touch.

Raising the standard in ATE careers

Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) is one of the fastest growing industries in high technology. In terms of dollars invested, people hired and energy spent, no company has done more to raise the worldwide standard for high-performance ATE than Sentry Digital Test Systems.

Sentry is the name that semiconductortest experts identify with the top of the line in Automatic Test Equipment for LSI and VLSI — and have for the past decade. So when we decided to change our company name, the choice was obvious. Fairchild Digital Test Systems is now Sentry Digital Test Systems. We're proud to invite you to join Sentry — a name already well known.

Graduates with a BS or MS in Electrical Engineering or Computer Science will find exceptional career opportunities with Sentry Digital Test Systems in the following areas:

- Manufacturing
- Production Control
- Purchasing

Let us show you how raising the standard in ATE technology can raise the standard for your career. Contact your Placement Office, or send your resume directly to Greg Young, University Relations Manager.